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SUMMARY
Metastasis is themajor cause of cancer-related death, but whethermetastatic lesions exhibit the same cellular composition as primary tu-

mors has yet to be elucidated. To investigate the cellular heterogeneity of metastatic colorectal cancer (CRC), we established 72 patient-

derived organoids (PDOs) from 21 patients. Combined bulk transcriptomic and single-cell RNA-sequencing analysis revealed decreased

geneexpressionofmarkers fordifferentiated cells inPDOsderived frommetastatic lesions. Paradoxically, expressionofpotential intestinal

stem cell markers was also decreased. We identified OLFM4 as the gene most strongly correlating with a stem-like cell cluster, and found

OLFM4+ cells to be capable of initiating organoid culture growth and differentiation capacity in primary PDOs. These cells were required

for theefficientgrowthofprimaryPDOsbutdispensable formetastatic PDOs.Theseobservationsdemonstrate thatmetastatic lesionshave

a cellular composition distinct from that of primary tumors; patient-matched PDOs are a useful resource for analyzing metastatic CRC.
INTRODUCTION

Tumor tissues consist of functionally heterogeneous cells

(Engel et al., 2020; Magee et al., 2012; Meacham and Mor-

rison, 2013). These cells are organized into subpopulations

of stem-like cells and their differentiated progeny, which

often correspond to the composition, hierarchy, and cell

fate behavior of the corresponding normal tissues. In

mouse, Lgr5 expression marks stem cells in normal small

intestine and tumor tissues, demonstrating that tumor tis-

sues consist of heterogeneous cells mirroring the cellular

hierarchy of the normal intestine (Barker, 2014; Barker

et al., 2007; Clevers, 2013; Schepers et al., 2012). Recent

comparative analysis of human normal colon and tumor

tissue demonstrated similar but less variable cellular het-

erogeneity (Li et al., 2017).

Metastases account for the majority of cancer-associated

deaths, and cellular heterogeneity is considered to be crit-

ical for the development of metastasis (Bedard et al.,

2013; Birkbak andMcGranahan, 2020; Meacham andMor-

rison, 2013; Tieng et al., 2020). Because metastatic tissues

arise from disseminated tumor cells from primary sites,

their potential to colonize distant organs and to generate

metastatic tumors may be attributed to the competence

of stem cells in primary tumors. However, the process of

metastasis consists of multiple steps, and distinct cellular

functions are required for each step (Lambert et al., 2017;
S
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Massague and Obenauf, 2016). Comprehensive analyses

of genetic alterations that differentiate metastatic from pri-

mary lesions have been carried out, leading to the notion

that most somatic mutations are present in both the pri-

mary tumor and paired metastasis (Ishaque et al., 2018;

Schweiger et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2014). Transcriptome an-

alyses have revealed highly similar gene expression pat-

terns between primary tumors and metastatic lesions (Lee

et al., 2016; Vignot et al., 2015). These analyses have deep-

ened our understanding of metastasis, but whether meta-

static lesions recapitulate the cellular composition of

primary tumors remains elusive.

Patient-derived organoids (PDOs) recapitulate many as-

pects of the clinical features of original tumors, including ge-

netic alterations and the gene expression profile (Boj et al.,

2015; Engel et al., 2020; Fujii et al., 2016; Huang et al.,

2015; Karthaus et al., 2014; Nanki et al., 2018; Ooft et al.,

2019; Sachs et al., 2018; vandeWetering et al., 2015;Vlacho-

giannis et al., 2018;Weeber et al., 2015). PDOsalso retain the

cellular composition of the corresponding tissue (Cortina

et al., 2017; Sato et al., 2009; Shimokawa et al., 2017). Line-

age tracing of PDOs has recently been reported, demon-

strating that LGR5+ cells possess self-renewal and differenti-

ation capacity.Notably, LGR5� cells canproduceLGR5+ cells

and contribute to tumor regrowth after LGR5+ cell ablation

(Shimokawa et al., 2017), indicating cellular plasticity. These

technological advances provide an opportunity to analyze
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cellular heterogeneity in identical culture conditions and to

validate its functional significance.

RESULTS

Establishment of Patient-Matched CRC PDOs

We established PDOs from primary tumors and patient-

matched metastatic lesions from 21 stage IV CRC patients.

The clinical characteristics of the patients, including sex,

age, and tumor location, are presented in Table S1. Among

them, single metastatic organoids were obtained for 14

cases, andmultiple metastatic organoids derived from inde-

pendent lesions were obtained for 7 cases. The metastasis

sites included the liver (27), lung (2), ovary (1), and lymph

node (1). All patients were followed-up after the initial sur-

gery, and additional PDOs were established from recurrent

tumors. As a result, 19 PDOswere established from recurrent

tumors, including 16 liver and 3 lung lesions. Seven patients

received preoperative chemotherapy, and 17 PDOs were es-

tablished. In total, 72 PDOs were used in this study.

We performed targeted sequencing of 69 recurrently

mutated genes in CRC (Sakahara et al., 2019). To examine

whether the PDOs recapitulated the mutation profile of

the original tumors, four laser capture microdissection

samples from frozen specimens were analyzed (Figure S1).

The mutations were highly concordant (85%–100%),

with four mutations found specifically in the tumor sam-

ples. All mutations found in the PDOs were identified in

the tumor samples. These highly concordant mutation

profiles suggest that the PDOs recapitulated the character-

istics of the original tumor tissues. These observations

were consistent with those of previous studies of PDOs

derived from CRC (Fujii et al., 2016; van de Wetering

et al., 2015; Weeber et al., 2015).

Frequently mutated genes in CRC were detected in both

primary PDOs and metastatic PDOs (Figures 1 and S2),

including APC (91%), TP53 (79%), KRAS (56%), FBXW7

(19%), PIK3CA (11%), NRAS (9%), TCF7L2 (9%), SMAD4

(9%), and BRAF (8%). The mutation frequencies of each

gene were consistent with previously reported values
Figure 1. Genomic and Transcriptome Analyses of PDOs
(A) Genomic profiles of CRC PDOs. Overview of mutations found in 72
mutation frequencies are shown in the right row. Patients from who
bottom column.
(B and C) Volcano plot of comparative gene expression analysis betwee
PDOs. The PDOs were cultured for 5 to 7 days, and microarray analysi
expression difference (fold change > 2.0 and p < 0.01).
(D) A Venn diagram showing the number of genes common to compari
between metastatic and recurrent PDOs (shown in red).
(E) Heatmap of mRNA expression of metastasis signature genes. Each
expression levels scaled across PDOs. Genes and samples were hierarc
See also Figures S1–S3.
(Ishaque et al., 2018). Overall, of 148mutations, 108muta-

tions (73%) were detected in the primary tumor and paired

metastases, suggesting common progenitor clones in pri-

mary sites. In addition, 14 mutations (9.5%) were detected

only in primary tumors, whereas 25 mutations (17.6%)

were identified as metastasis-specific mutations, confirm-

ing the results of previous analysis (Ishaque et al., 2018).

These findings suggest that the mutation profiles of PDOs

represent those of the corresponding tumors. No recurrent

mutations specific to metastasis or chemotherapy-treated

PDOs were detected in our cohort, although further

comprehensive analysis is needed to evaluate the contribu-

tion of gene alterations to metastasis or chemosensitivity.
Transcriptome Analysis of PDOs

Bulk gene expression profiles of PDOs were obtained using

microarray analysis. To analyze the expression profile of

each PDO, consensus molecular subtypes (CMS) classifica-

tion was applied to all PDOs (Figure 1A) (Eide et al., 2017).

Overall, 2.7%, 9.3%, 17.3%, and 18.7% of the PDOs were

classified as CMS1, -2, -3, and -4, respectively. These per-

centages were comparable with those of clinical samples

(Schlicker et al., 2020). However, it is important to note

that CMS4 in the CMS classifier used to analyze clinical

samples represents a gene profile compatible with stromal

infiltration, which reflects higher admixture with mesen-

chymal cells (Guinney et al., 2015). CMScaller, used to

analyze PDOs, is designed to identify intrinsic features of

cancer cells (Eide et al., 2017) because their culture system

is devoid of mesenchymal cells. Modified culture systems

that allow the growth ofmesenchymal cells in tumor tissue

may provide insight into the correlation between tumor

tissues and PDOs at the transcriptional level.

A set of PDOs, namely, HCT25-1T and -2T, which were

independently established from the same surgical speci-

mens, exhibited a strong association in principal-compo-

nent analysis, suggesting that the global expression profile

of PDOs was maintained (Figures S3A and S3B). Two orga-

noids derived from the normal mucosa of patients
PDOs. The nine most frequently mutated genes are listed, and the
m PDOs were established and their CMS grouping are shown in the

n primary and metastatic (B) and between primary and recurrent (C)
s was performed. Red dots represent genes exhibiting a significant

son between primary and metastatic PDOs (shown in blue) and that

row was transformed using the Z score. The color represents mRNA
hically clustered using Pearson correlation.
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Figure 2. scRNA-Seq Analysis of PDOs
(A) Cell-type clusters. Multiple-dimensional scaling (MDS) was used to visualize the clustering based on the unbiased gene expression
analysis. Each cluster is colored.
(B) Cell-type expression signature. A heatmap of the top 100 differentially expressed genes in clusters is shown. Each cluster was tested
against all other clusters. Selected gene names are indicated.
(C) Differentially expressed genes in clusters. The top 200 genes are shown by log of fold change (logFC). Selected marker genes for stem
cells, proliferating cells, and differentiated cells are shown in red. Genes, logFC, and p values are listed in Table S6.
(D and E) Expression of marker genes in clusters. The distribution of gene expression in each cluster is shown (D). The expression level of
the indicated gene is colored tangerine (E).

(legend continued on next page)
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HCT31 and -37 included for comparison formed a distinct

cluster from the tumor PDOs. Unsupervised clustering of

the transcriptome profiles revealed correlations between

limited sets of PDOs derived from the same patients (Fig-

ure S3C, shown by the red box). Nevertheless, we observed

neither a clear separation of primary PDOs frommetastatic

PDOs nor a homologous clustering of patient-matched

PDOs. These exploratory analyses suggest that, despite

similar genetic alterations in major driver genes (Figures

1A and S2), the primary PDOs differ from their matched

metastatic PDOs at the transcriptome-wide level.

Identification of Genes that Are Differentially

Expressed between Primary and Metastatic PDOs

We next searched for genes that were differentially ex-

pressedamong tumor sites. Patient-matchedpaired analysis

identified 63 genes differentially expressed between pri-

mary PDOs and metastatic PDOs (fold change > 1.6, p <

0.05) (Figure 1B). In total, 43 genes were more highly ex-

pressed in primary PDOs than in corresponding metastatic

PDOs; 20 genes were more highly expressed in metastatic

PDOs (Table S2). Among them, OLFM4, which has been re-

ported as a stem cell marker of the human colon (Barker,

2014; van der Flier et al., 2009a), exhibited the most robust

difference (fold change = 8.36, p = 0.0017). Paradoxically,

higher expression levels of differentiation markers were

alsonoted inprimaryPDOs, includingMUC2(foldchange=

3.48, p = 0.0005) and MUC12 (fold change = 2.41, p =

0.0002). ST6GALNAC1, which catalyzes sialylation of the

GalNAC residue on mucins (Ikehara et al., 1999), was also

highly expressed in primary PDOs (fold change = 3.33, p =

4.78E�06). The expression level of atonal homolog 1

(Yang et al., 2001), a master transcription factor for secre-

tory lineage differentiation, was significantly higher in pri-

maryPDOs than inmetastatic PDOs (fold change=2.42, p =

3.59E�05). These observations suggest that primary PDOs

contain a large number of cells of a secretory lineage.

Two ABC transporters, ABCC2 and ABCB1, exhibited the

most significant differences (fold change = 2.73, p = 0.0006

and fold change = 2.58, p = 0.0003, respectively). These

proteins are involved in the transport of tamoxifen (Iusuf

et al., 2011), and polymorphisms in their genes are associ-

ated with the risk of metastasis and recurrence in hormone

receptor-positive breast cancer (Kiyotani et al., 2010; Sen-

sorn et al., 2013, 2016), suggesting their roles in the metas-

tasis process. Furthermore, overexpression of these genes

confers cancer cell resistance to various chemotherapeutic

agents (Taniguchi et al., 1996; Xie et al., 2010). Hence, we

performed a comparative analysis between naive and
(F) Dot plot of GSEA results. Significantly activated and suppressed pa
MSigDB are listed. The color of the dots represents the false discover
count.
chemotherapy-treated PDOs, which identified 248 differ-

entially expressed genes (fold change >1.6, p < 0.05). How-

ever, ABCC2 and ABCB1 did not meet the criteria (Fig-

ure S3D; Table S2). Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA)

identified 10 and 27 pathways that were overexpressed

and underexpressed, respectively, in chemotherapy-treated

PDOs (Figure S3E). A larger number of PDOs are needed to

elucidate the biological significance of genes highly ex-

pressed in metastatic PDOs.

Comparative transcriptome analysis between primary

PDOs and patient-matched recurrent PDOs identified 257

differentially expressed genes (fold change > 1.6, p < 0.05)

(Figures 1C; Table S2). In an effort to identify genes relevant

to both metastatic and recurrent processes, we focused on

sets of genes that were differentially expressed in both

comparative analyses, and 41 genes met this criterion (Fig-

ure 1D; Table S3). Pearson correlation analysis of PDOsusing

this gene set revealed two major clusters: one mostly

composed of primary PDOs (20/25, 80%) (Figure S3F, shown

in the red frame) andone composed ofmetastatic and recur-

rent PDOs (44/47, 94%) (Figure S3F shows in the yellow

frame). Hierarchical clustering demonstrated 34 genes to

be highly expressed in primary tumors; seven genes were

highly expressed in metastatic lesions (Figure 2E).

Since OLFM4 was included in the set of 41 differentially

expressed genes, we next analyzed the expression profiles

of two intestinal stem cell (ISC) signatures (Figures S3H

and S3I; Tables S4 and S5) (Munoz et al., 2012; van der Flier

et al., 2009b). Four genes were significantly downregulated

in metastatic PDOs compared with corresponding primary

PDOs (fold change > 1.6, p < 0.05) (Figures S3H and S3I).

These genes included LGR5 (fold change = 2.06, p =

0.0194), SLC12A2 (fold change = 1.9, p = 0.0003), and

RGMB (fold change = 1.65, p = 0.0064). None of the ISC

signature genes were significantly upregulated in metasta-

tic PDOs. Interestingly, unbiased Pearson correlation anal-

ysis identified three ISC signature genes in the top 10 genes

with expression that most correlated with that of OLFM4

(Figure S3G). These included SLC12A2 (coefficient =

0.67), RGMB (coefficient = 0.64), and BCL2 (coefficient =

0.63). LGR5 also correlated positively, although the correla-

tion was less pronounced (coefficient = 0.44). These results

suggest that distinct expression of OLFM4 between pri-

mary and metastatic PDOs represents altered cell composi-

tion rather than a specific effect on OLFM4 expression.

Cellular Composition of CRC PDOs

Bulk gene expression analysis identified potential markers

between primary andmetastatic/recurrent PDOs. However,
thways derived from the REACTOME subset of canonical pathways in
y rate (FDR) value, and the diameter represents the enriched gene
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it is not clear whether primary PDOs have high basal

expression levels of these genes or whether they contain

high numbers of stem-like and differentiated-like cells. To

distinguish between these possibilities, we carried out sin-

gle-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) analysis. PDOs estab-

lished from patient HCT25 were chosen because the bulk

gene expression analysis indicated that primary (HCT25-

1T), metastasis (HCT25-5 LM), and recurrence (HCT25-

10LMRR) results correlated well with those derived from

the same tumor sites (Figures 1E and S3F). Multiple-dimen-

sional scaling analysis of the combined data of these three

PDOs revealed five major clusters, C1–C5 (Figure 2A)

(Haber et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2017). Hierarchical clustering

indicated that a number of proliferationmarkers, including

PCNA, CDK1, andAURKA,were highly expressed inC2–C4

cells (Figure 2B). In contrast, differentiation markers, such

as KRT19 and 20, were expressed in C5 and to a lesser

extent in C4. These observations indicate that C2 and C3

are composed of actively proliferating cells but that C4

and C5 comprise progenitor-like and differentiated-like

cells, respectively. These notions are supported by the close

examination of differentially expressed genes (Figures 2C;

Table S6): C2 and C3 highly expressed proliferation

markers, including UBE2C (log fold change [logFC] =

1.46, p = 5.44E�100) and TOP2A (logFC = 1.13, p =

4.50E�51); whereas C4 and C5 expressed differentiation

markers, such as TFF3 (logFC = 1.45, p = 2.23E�43),

KRT20 (logFC = 1.23, p = 3.985E�26), and FABP1 (logFC =

0.92, p = 9.24E�19). Notably, OLFM4 was identified as the

gene most significantly expressed in C1 (logFC = 0.81, p =

6.35E�15). In addition, we found that five ISC signature

genes were highly expressed in C1: MYC (logFC = 0.54,

p = 3.12E�13), IFITM3 (logFC = 0.45, p = E�10), KRT23

(logFC = 0.54, p = 3.12E�13), SMOC2 (logFC = 0.37, p =

1.11E�4), and CD44 (logFC = 0.28, p = 2.14E�4). Notably,

none of these genes were positively related to other clus-

ters, and CD44 was negatively related to C2, and MYC

and OLFM4 were negatively related to C4. These observa-

tions suggest that C1 is enriched with stem-like cells.

Consistent with these observations, detailed analysis of

each marker gene revealed that OLFM4 and MYC were

most highly expressed in C1 (Figures 2D and 2E). Two pro-

liferation markers, UBE2C and TOP2A, were highly ex-

pressed in C2–C4 cells, and two differentiation markers,

TFF3 and FABP1, were highly expressed in C4 and C5 cells.

To clarify the biological properties of each cluster, we per-

formed GSEA using the Molecular Signature Database

(MSigDB) (Figure 2F) (Subramanian et al., 2005). As ex-

pected, gene sets related to the cell cycle and mitosis were

enriched in the cells in clusters C2, C3, and C4. Interest-

ingly, gene sets related to canonical pathways derived

from the metabolism of RNA, translation and eukaryotic

translation initiation, which are upregulated in stem-like
6 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 1–14 j April 13, 2021
cells in various tumors (Blanco et al., 2016; Liakath-Ali

et al., 2018; Signer et al., 2014), were enriched in the cells

in cluster C1. In addition, RHO signal-related gene sets

were identified as negatively correlating gene sets in the

cells in cluster C1. These observations support the notion

that cluster C1 contains stem-like cells (Koslow et al.,

2019; Ohata et al., 2012).

Based on these observations, we conclude that PDOs are

composed of one stem-like cell cluster (C1), two highly

proliferating cell clusters (C2 and C3), one progenitor-like

cell cluster (C4), and one differentiated-like cell cluster

(C5). These observations demonstrate that the clusters of

cellular heterogeneity in advanced CRC resemble those in

normal tissues (Haber et al., 2017).

Different Cellular Heterogeneity between Primary and

Metastatic PDOs

We next addressed whether the different expression pro-

files between primary and metastatic/recurrent PDOs are

due to distinct cellular heterogeneity. According to a violin

plot, HCT25-5LM and HCT25-10LMRR contained a

reduced number of OLFM4+ cells compared with HCT25-

1T (Figure 3A). The number of MYC+ cells was also lower

in metastatic and recurrent PDOs than in primary PDOs.

Similarly, cells expressing differentiation markers,

including TFF3 and FABP1, were present at low levels in

HCT25-5LM and -10LMRR. Conversely, larger numbers of

proliferating cells were detected inmetastatic and recurrent

PDOs. These profiles were observed not only by analysis of

individual marker genes but also by cellular cluster anal-

ysis. Indeed, cluster enrichment analysis demonstrated

that HCT25-1T contained a greater population of cells

that belong to clusters C1, C4, and C5 than HCT25-5LM

and -10LMRR. Conversely, HCT25-5LM and -10LMRR con-

tained larger populations of cells that belong to cluster C3

(Figures 3B and 3C). These analyses show that the profile of

bulk gene expression analysis is due to the distinct cellular

composition among lesions and that metastatic/recurrent

PDOs contain fewer stem-like cell and differentiated-like

cell clusters and more proliferating cell clusters.

Expression of OLFM4 in PDOs and Corresponding

Surgical Specimens

To validate the transcriptome analyses, immunohisto-

chemistry of OLFM4 was performed in PDOs and corre-

sponding surgical specimens. We analyzed four sets of

PDOs and the corresponding surgical specimens. HCT25-

1T contained a greater number of OLFM4+ cells than

HCT25-5LM and -10LMRR (Figures 4A and S4A). A reduced

number of OLFM4+ cells in metastatic/recurrent PDOs was

also observed in HCT41, -45, and �59.

H&E staining of the corresponding surgical specimens

did not identify clear and distinct histopathological
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Figure 3. Differences in Expression of Marker Genes and Cellular Clusters between Primary and Metastatic PDOs
(A) Violin plot showing marker gene expression across PDOs. Distribution of expression of marker genes in the indicated PDOs. Expression
is shown as the log of the total number of reads per cell (logcount).
(B) Proportions of clusters in each PDO. Cell-type clusters were determined by MDS as described in Figure 2A, and the proportions of each
cluster in PDOs are shown.
(C) Cell-type clusters. MDS was used to visualize clustering based on unbiased gene expression analysis. Each cluster is colored.
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features among the lesions (Figure 4B, upper panels).

Nevertheless, immunohistochemistry identified topologi-

cally clustered OLFM4+ cells in primary tumors, whereas

thet were rarely detected in metastatic or recurrent lesions

(Figures 4B, lower panels, S4B, and S4C). These observa-

tions indicate that the reduced expression of OLFM4 in

metastatic and recurrent PDOs reflects the expression pro-

file of tumor specimens.

OLFM4+ Cells Are Indispensable for Efficient

Reconstitution of Primary PDOs

OLFM4 has been shown to be a robustmarker for stem cells

in the human intestine (van der Flier et al., 2009a), but the

biological roles of OLFM4+ cells remain elusive. To evaluate

the stemness ofOLFM4+ cells, an IRES-EGFP-P2A-iCaspase9

cassette was integrated into the 30 UTR of the OLFM4 gene

(Figure S5A). The donor cassette and sgRNA were intro-

duced into HCT25-1T and -10LMRR cells, and correctly in-

tegrated clones were identified by Southern blot analysis

(Figure S5B). Expression of EGFP in OLFM4+ cells was
validated by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) fol-

lowed by RT-PCR (Figure S5C), and the expression of

OLFM4 was 5.6 times higher in the EGFP+ fraction than in

the EGFP� fraction (Figure S5D). Specific expression of

EGFP protein in OLFM4+ cells was confirmed by immuno-

fluorescence staining (Figure S5E). As expected, AP20187,

which dimerizes and activates iCaspase9, rapidly ablated

EGFP+ cells (Figure S5F).

OLFM4+ cells were obtained by fluorescence sorting, and

the ability to regenerate the organoid was evaluated (Fig-

ure 5A). OLFM4+ cells produced organoids 6.4 times more

efficiently than OLFM4� cells (p < 0.01, unpaired t test)

(Figures 5B and 5C). Similar observations were made in

two additional PDO sets (Figures S5B, S6A, and S6B). Close

examination of the reconstruction process revealed that

the number of OLFM4+ cells hadmultiplied during the first

3 days after plating, indicating their replication capability

(Figure 5D). At 6 days, OLFM4� cells were evident. Immu-

nofluorescence analysis indicated the presence of KRT20-

expressing cells, showing the differentiation ability of
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 1–14 j April 13, 2021 7



Figure 4. Immunohistochemical Analysis of OLFM4
(A) Quantification of OLFM4+ cells in PDOs. Formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) sections of the indicated PDOs were probed with an
anti-OLFM4 antibody. Nuclei were stained with DAPI. The number of OLFM4+ cells and the total number of cells in each PDO were counted
using a cell counter implemented in ImageJ. Each data point represents the percentage of OLFM4+ cells per total number of cells. Data are
shown as the mean and SD (n = 4 independent experiments). **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05 (unpaired t test). See also Figure S4.
(B) H&E images of FFPE sections of surgical specimens (upper panels). Scale bars, 100 mm. Immunofluorescence analysis using an anti-
OLFM4 antibody (shown in magenta, lower panels) of surgical specimens from which the indicated PDOs were established. Nuclei were
stained with DAPI (shown in cyan). Scale bars, 100 mm. Higher magnifications of OLFM4+e cells are shown in the insets. Scale bars, 10 mm.
See also Figure S4.
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OLFM4+ cells (Figure 5E). These observations demonstrate

that OLFM4+ cells are capable of initiating organoid culture

growth.

Despite low efficiency,OLFM4�HCT25-1Tcells were able

to generate organoids (Figure 5C). We examined the
8 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 1–14 j April 13, 2021
reconstitution process and found that expression of EGFP

was rapidly restored after the plating of single cells and

that the organoid structure was formed (Figure 6A).

Notably, exposure to AP20187 strongly interfered with

the growth of organoids (p < 0.01, unpaired t test) (Figures
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Figure 5. Organoid-Initiating Capacity
and Differentiation Potential of OLFM4+

Cells in Primary PDOs
(A) FACS chart of HCT25-1T and HCT25-1T
harboring the IRES-EGFP-P2A-iCaspase9
cassette in the 30 UTR of the OLFM4 locus
(HCT25-1T-OLFM4-EGFP-iCas9). The gates
for EGFP+ and EGFP� cells are shown in
green and red, respectively.
(B) Reconstruction of organoids. Flow-sor-
ted single HCT25-1T-OLFM4-EGFP-iCas9
cells (10,000 cells) were cultured for 9 days
and analyzed under a stereomicroscope.
Scale bars, 1,000 and 200 mm (inset).
(C) Organoid reconstruction efficiency from
single cells. Flow-sorted single HCT25-1T-
OLFM4-iCas9 cells were cultured as
described in (B), and the number of orga-
noids was counted. The number of organo-
ids relative to that of organoids generated
from OLFM4� cells is shown. Data are shown
as the mean and SD. **p < 0.01 (unpaired t
test, n = 4 independent experiments).
(D) Expression of EGFP during reconstitu-
tion. Flow-sorted HCT25-1T-OLFM4-iCas9
cells were cultured for the indicated days
and analyzed under a confocal microscope.
Scale bar, 50 mm.
(E) Expression of KRT20. Organoids were
recovered 7 days after starting a single-cell
culture and stained with an anti-KRT20
antibody. Nuclei were visualized using
DAPI. Scale bar, 50 mm.
See also Figures S5 and S6.
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6B and 6C). AP20187 also suppressed the generation of or-

ganoids from OLFM4� cells in HCT26-1T and HCT41-1T

cells (p < 0.01, unpaired t test) (Figure S6C). Although the

effects of AP20187 varied depending on the line, these ob-

servations indicate that a fraction of OLFM4� cells possess

the potential to revert to OLFM4+ cells, which is indispens-

able for the efficient growth of PDOs.

Metastatic/recurrent PDOs Do Not Require OLFM4+

Cells for the Formation of Organoids

We next assessed the role of OLFM4+ cells in the organoid

formation of metastatic PDOs. Consistent with the tran-

scriptome and immunofluorescence analyses, a lower

number of EGFP+ cells was found for HCT25-10LMRR

than HCT25-1T (Figure 7A). Notably, OLFM4� cells effi-

ciently generated organoids and, in contrast to the
HCT25-1TOLFM4� cells, AP20187 treatment did not inter-

fere with their growth (Figures 7B and 7C). Furthermore,

OLFM4 was not expressed during organoid formation (Fig-

ure 7D). Similar observations were made in a PDO derived

from themetastatic lesion HCT26-3LM (Figure S7). Thus, it

appears that a subset of metastatic/recurrent PDOs did not

depend on OLFM4+ cells for their efficient growth. These

observations reveal functionally different control of

cellular heterogeneity between primary PDOs and pa-

tient-matched metastatic PDOs.

DISCUSSION

We established PDOs derived from patient-matched pri-

mary and metastatic/recurrent tumors. Biobanks of PDOs

established from various cancer types have been described
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 1–14 j April 13, 2021 9
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Figure 6. Reconstruction of Organoids from OLFM4� Cells in
Primary PDOs
(A) Re-expression of EGFP in EGFP� cells. HCT25-1T-OLFM4_EGFP-
iCas9 was dissociated into single cells, and FACS-sorted EGFP� cells
were cultured for the indicated days. Expression of EGFP was
analyzed using confocal microscopy.
(B) AP20187 suppressed the growth of EGFP� HCT25-1T-OLF-
M4_EGFP-iCas9 cells. Flow-sorted EGFP� cells (10,000 cells) were
cultured with or without AP20187 for 14 days. Scale bars, 1,000 and
200 mm (inset).
(C) Efficiency of organoid reconstitution. Flow-sorted EGFP�

HCT25-1T-OLFM4_EGFP-iCas9 cells were cultured as described in
(B). The number of organoids was counted, and the result is shown
as the relative number of organoids generated without AP20187.
Data are shown as the mean and SD. **p < 0.01 (unpaired t test, n =
4 independent experiments).
(D) Growth suppression of organoids by AP20187. EGFP� cells were
isolated and cultured with or without AP20187 for 9 days. Organoid
structure and EGFP expression were analyzed using confocal mi-
croscopy.
See also Figures S5 and S6.
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(Drost and Clevers, 2018; Tuveson and Clevers, 2019),

including CRC (Fujii et al., 2016; van de Wetering et al.,

2015). A growing body of research shows that PDOs repre-

sent the original tumors, including genetic mutations, his-

topathological features, and the response to chemothera-

peutic agents (Engel et al., 2020; Johnson et al., 2020; Ooft

et al., 2019; Vlachogiannis et al., 2018; Weeber et al., 2015).

In this study, we focused on metastases and established 72

PDOs from 21 stage IV CRC patients by collecting synchro-

nous metastatic tumors as well as recurrent lesions by

following up with patients after surgery for the primary
10 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 1–14 j April 13, 2021
tumor. These patient-matched PDO sets exhibited identical

genetic backgrounds and shared the cells of origin, allowing

us to explore the altered profiles during the metastatic pro-

cess and to evaluate their biological significance.

Intratumor heterogeneity is a key issue in understanding

human cancer. In general, previous histopathological and

transcriptome analyses support the notion that tumor tis-

sues containmultiple cell types and that their organization

resembles that of normal tissues. To identify the marker

genes in human tumors in an unbiased way, we explored

the cellular heterogeneity of PDOs derived fromCRC surgi-

cal specimens and searched for marker genes. scRNA-seq

analysis of a set of PDOs derived from one patient indicated

that these organoids consisted of at least five clusters. In

addition, differentially expressed gene analysis DEG anal-

ysis revealed six ISC signature genes to be highly expressed

in cluster C1 (Figure 2C). GSEA using MSigDB showed that

gene sets related to RNA processing and translation were

upregulated but that Rho GTPase effectors were downregu-

lated (Figure 2F). These observations suggest that cluster C1

was enriched with stem-like cells. We identified OLFM4 as

the gene most significantly associated with cluster C1.

scRNA-seq analysis was performed on only one set of

PDOs derived from one patient, but OLFM4 expression in

primary tumors was validated by immunofluorescence

analysis of four sets of PDOs and their corresponding surgi-

cal specimens (Figures 4 and S4). Biologically, we showed

that single OLFM4+ cells have organoid-initiating and dif-

ferentiation capacity and can reconstitute the organoid

structure. These observations demonstrate that OLFM4+

cells are functionally stem-like cells in human CRC.

In this study, we explored the difference between pri-

mary and metastatic CRC and identified OLFM4 as the

most differentially expressed gene in a comparative expres-

sion analysis between primary PDOs and patient-matched

metastatic PDOs. Nonetheless, previous transcriptome

analysis of surgical specimens revealed largely similar

expression profiles between primary tumors andmetastatic

lesions (Lee et al., 2016; Vignot et al., 2015). This discrep-

ancy is most likely due to the nontumor cells present in

the tumor specimen, which cannot grow under organoid

culture conditions. The cellular composition of tumor tis-

sues is controlled by mesenchymal cells, including cancer

associated fibroblasts and immune cells. Recent studies

have reported that stem cell functionality is defined by

the microenvironment (Lenos et al., 2018; Vermeulen

et al., 2010). Because the primary and metastatic/recurrent

PDOs were cultured in identical medium, our findings

showing different expression of OLFM4 represent the

intrinsic properties of tumor cells.

Overall, the biological roles of OLFM4+ cells in metastasis

remain to be elucidated. In the mouse model of metastasis,

Lgr5+ cells were shown to act as cancer-initiating cells and
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Figure 7. Generation of Organoids from OLFM4� Single Cells in
Metastatic PDOs
(A) FACS chart of HCT25-10LMRR and HCT25-10LMRR harboring the
IRES-EGFP-P2A-iCaspase9 cassette in the 30 UTR of the OLFM4 locus
(HCT25-10LMRR-OLFM4-EGFP-iCas9). The gates for EGFP+ and
EGFP� cells are shown in green and red, respectively.
(B) AP20187 did not suppress the growth of EGFP� HCT25-10LMRR-
OLFM4_EGFP-iCas9 cells. Flow-sorted EGFP� cells (10,000 cells)
were cultured with or without AP20187 for 9 days. Scale bars, 1,000
and 200 mm (inset).
(C) Efficiency of organoid reconstitution. Flow-sorted EGFP�

HCT25-10LMRR-OLFM4-iCas9 cells were cultured as described in
(B). The number of organoids was counted, and the result is shown
as the relative number of organoids generated without AP20187.
Data are shown as the mean and SD. **p < 0.01 (unpaired t test, n =
4 independent experiments).
(D) Lack of EGFP expression in metastatic PDOs. Flow-sorted EGFP�

HCT25-10LMRR-OLFM4-iCas9 cells were cultured for 7 days and
analyzed under a confocal microscope. Scale bar, 50 mm.
See also Figures S5 and S7.
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to be essential formetastasis (de Sousa eMelo et al., 2017). A

more recent study reported that most disseminated cells in

the circulation were Lgr5�, forming distant metastases

where Lgr5+ occurred (Fumagalli et al., 2020). These observa-

tions indicate that the stemness and cellular plasticity of
Lgr5+ cells play critical roles in the metastasis process. In

this study, we showed that OLFM4+ cells were capable of

initiating organoid culture growth and displayed differenti-

ation capacity in primary PDOs. We also showed that a sub-

set of OLFM4� cells can produce OLFM4+ cells. These obser-

vations suggest their stem cell-like properties and cellular

plasticity. To examine the roles ofOLFM4+ cells in themetas-

tasis process, itmight be useful to develop amousemodel of

metastasis by transplanting PDOs into the colon mucosa.

Previous scRNA-seq profiling of normal tissues and tu-

mors has revealed a dramatic increase in stem/transient

amplifying-like cells and a decrease in differentiated-like

cells (Dalerba et al., 2011; Li et al., 2017). Reduced expres-

sion of marker genes for differentiated-like cells was

observed in our scRNA-seq analysis. The repeated-measures

bulk transcriptome analysis of our cohort identified differ-

entiated cell markers as being significantly decreased

among genes expressed in metastatic/recurrent PDOs.

These observations show that, at least in a subset of PDO

sets,metastatic/recurrent PDOspossess less variable cellular

hierarchy than primary PDOs. These differences in cellular

composition are the potential cause of the divergent

response to chemotherapy and/or distinct prognosis

among stage IVCRCpatients because cellularheterogeneity

is considered to be a key factor contributing to resistance to

chemotherapeutic agents. Further comprehensive analysis

of patient-matched primary and metastatic/recurrent

PDOs may provide a clue for developing novel therapeutic

strategies for advanced CRC.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

For details of this section, please also refer to the Supplemental

Experimental Procedures.

In brief, PDOs were established and cultured in Advanced

DMEM/F12 (Gibco) supplemented with 10 ng/mL EGF (Invitro-

gen), 10% Noggin conditioned medium, and 1 mg/ml R-spondin-

1 (R&D Systems) at 37�C in 5% O2 as described previously (Saka-

hara et al., 2019). Targetory sequencing was performed using a

MiSeq system (Illumina) as described (Sakahara et al., 2019).

Expressionprofilewas obtained usingHumanTranscriptomeArray

2 (Affymetrix) and data were analyzed using Transcriptome Anal-

ysis Console (Affymetrix). scRNA-seq analysis was performedusing

the Chromium system (10x Genomics) and the libraries were

sequenced using HiSeq 2500 system (Illumina).

We used CRISPR-Cas9-mediated homology-independent tar-

geted integration to insert the IRES-EGFP-P2A-iCaspase9 cassette

into 30 UTR of OLFM4 (Suzuki et al., 2016). For FACS analysis,

PDOs were dissociated using TripleLE Express (Life Technologies),

and the cells were sorted using a 100 mmnozzle (Aria III, BD Biosci-

ences). Cells (13 104) were embedded in 25 mL of Matrigel in a 48-

well plate and images were analyzed using the cell counter plugin

installed in ImageJ (v.2.0.0). Data are presented as themean and SD

(error bars) of four independent experiments.
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Data and Code Availability
The microarray data have been deposited in the Gene Expression

Omnibus under accession number GSE128213. The scRNA-seq

data have been deposited in the DDBJ Japanese Genotype-pheno-

type Archive (JGA) for genetic and phenotypic human data data-

base under accession code JGAS00000000139.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information can be found online at https://doi.org/

10.1016/j.stemcr.2021.02.012.
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Supplementary Figure Legends 

 

Supplementary Figure 1. Mutations in PDOs and corresponding surgical 

specimens. Related to Figure 1. 

(A) Hematoxylin-stained frozen sections of surgical specimens. Images pre- and post-

laser captured microdissection are shown. Bar=200µm 

(B) Venn diagram showing the concordance of mutations shared between PDOs and the 

corresponding surgical specimen. 

(C) Concordance of mutations detected in PDOs and corresponding surgical specimens. 

The bar graph represents the percentage of mutations that are detected only in PDOs 

(PDOs) and the corresponding surgical specimen (Specimen). Mutations detected in 

both samples are shown (Concordant). 

 

Supplementary Figure 2. Genomic profiles of CRC PDOs. Related to Figure 1. 

Overview of 69 mutations found in 71 PDOs. The nine most frequently mutated genes 

are listed, and the mutation frequencies are shown in the right row. The patients from 

which the PDOs were established and their CMS grouping are shown in the bottom 

column. 

 

Supplementary Figure 3. Transcriptome analysis of PDOs. Related to Figure 1. 

(A, B) Principal component analysis of PDOs. Colors represent the patients (A) and 

lesions (B) from which PDOs were established. Two PDOs established from normal 

mucosa are shown in green (B). Two primary PDOs derived from identical surgical 

specimens (HCT25-1T and -2T) are indicated by arrows. (C) Dendrograms (average 

distance method) based on Pearson correlation. The red boxes show PDO clusters 

derived from the same patients. (D) Volcano plot of comparative gene expression 

analysis between naïve and chemotherapy-treated PDOs. PDOs were cultured for five 

days, and microarray analysis was performed. Red dots represent genes exhibiting a 

significant difference (fold change > 2.0 and p-val<0.01). (E) Dot plot of GSEA results. 

The significantly activated and suppressed pathways derived from REACTOME are 

listed. The color of the dots represents the nominal P value, and the diameter represents 

the enriched gene count. (F) Correlation matrix of PDOs. The strength of the correlation 

is represented by color. Pearson’s correlation analysis. The clusters mostly composed of 



primary PDOs and metastatic/recurrent PDOs are shown by red and yellow frames, 

respectively. (G) Correlation matrix of gene expression. Ten genes most positively and 

negatively correlated with OLFM4 are shown in red and blue, respectively. Numbers 

represent correlation coefficients. (H, I) The expression of ISC signature genes reported 

by Munoz et al. (H) and van der Filer et al. (I) in PDOs is shown. The differential 

expression between primary and patient-matched PDOs is indicated by the fold change. 

The genes included in the metastasis signature are shown in red. 

 

Supplementary Figure 4. Immunohistochemical analysis of OLFM4. Related to 

Figure 4. 

(A) PDOs were fixed, and FFPE sections were stained with an anti-OLFM4 antibody 

(shown in magenta). Nuclei were visualized using DAPI (shown in cyan). Bar=50 µm. 

(B, C) Surgical specimens of HCT41-1T were fixed, and FFPE sections were stained 

with an anti-OLFM4 antibody (shown in magenta). Nuclei were visualized using DAPI 

(shown in cyan). Bar=200 µm. (C) High magnification of panel B. Bar=50 µm. 

 

Supplementary Figure 5. Genome editing of PDOs. Related to Figures 5 to 7. 

(A) An IRES-EGFP-P2A-iCas9 cassette was inserted into the 3’ UTR of OLFM4. 

HindIII sites and the probes used for Southern blot analysis are shown in red and blue, 

respectively. The expected fragment sizes for each probe are shown in red. (B) Southern 

blot analysis of genome-edited PDOs. 1. Control PDOs; 2. Genome-edited PDOs. The 

probes and signal sizes are shown. Single allelic mutant organoids were obtained except 

in HCT26-1T and 3LM, which harbored biallelic insertions. (C) Fluorescence-activated 

cell sorting (FACS) chart of HCT25-1T and HCT25-1T cells harboring the IRES-

EGFP-P2A-iCaspase9 cassette in the 3’ UTR of the OLFM4 locus (HCT25-1T-

OLFM4-EGFP-iCas9). The gates for EGFP-positive and EGFP-negative cells are 

shown in green and red, respectively. (D) RT-PCR analysis of OLFM4. EGFP-positive 

and EGFP-negative HCT25-1T-OLFM4-EGFP-P2A-iCaspase9 cells were isolated by 

FACS sorting, as shown in Figure S5C, and OLFM4 expression was analyzed by real-

time RT-PCR. The data are shown as the mean and SD (shown in red). *** P<0.001 

(unpaired t-test, N=3) (E) Immunofluorescence analysis using OLFM4 (shown in red) 

and EGFP (shown in green). Nuclei were visualized using DAPI. Bar=50 µm. (F) 

Ablation of OLFM4+ cells. HCT25-1T/OLFM4-EGFP-iCas9 organoids were treated 



with 2.5 nM AP20871 (AP20871(+)) or left untreated (AP20871(-)) for 1 day. Bar=50 

µm. 

 

Supplementary Figure 6. Organoid reconstruction efficiency from single cells. 

Related to Figure 5-6. (A) Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) chart of 

HCT26-1T and HCT41-1T harboring the IRES-EGFP-P2A-iCaspase9 cassette in the 3’ 

UTR of the OLFM4 locus (HCT26-1T-OLFM4-EGFP-iCas9 and HCT41-1T-OLFM4-

EGFP-iCas9, respectively). The gates for EGFP-positive and EGFP-negative cells are 

shown in green and red, respectively. (B) Organoid reconstruction efficiency from 

single cells. Flow-sorted single cells of HCT26-1T-OLFM4-iCas9 or HCT41-1T-

OLFM4-iCas9 were cultured for 9 days, and the number of organoids was counted. The 

number of organoids relative to that of organoids generated from OLFM4- cells is 

shown. Data are shown as the mean and SD. **p<0.01(unpaired t-test, n=4 independent 

experiments). (C) AP20187 suppressed the growth of EGFP-negative cells. Flow-sorted 

EGFP-negative HCT26-1T-OLFM4_EGFP-iCas9 or HCT41-1T-OLFM4-iCas9 cells 

were cultured with or without AP20187 for 9 days. The number of organoids was 

counted and is shown as the relative number of organoids generated without AP20187. 

Data are shown as the mean and SD. **p<0.01(unpaired t-test, n=4 independent 

experiments). 

 

Supplementary Figure 7. Generation of organoids from OLFM4- single cells in 

metastatic PDOs. Related to Figure 7. (A) FACS chart of HCT26-3LM-OLFM4-

EGFP-iCas9. The gates for EGFP-positive and EGFP-negative cells are shown in green 

and red, respectively. (B) Reconstitution of organoids from EGFP-negative cells 

without (-) or with (+) AP20187. Bar=1000 µm, bar in inset=200 µm (C) The efficiency 

of organoid reconstitution. The number of organoids was counted using Fiji software, 

and the number of organoids when cultured with AP20187 relative to the number of 

organoids generated without AP20187 is shown. Data are shown as the mean and SD. 

**p<0.01(unpaired t-test, n=4 independent experiments). (D) Lack of EGFP expression 

in metastatic PDOs. Organoids were cultured for seven days and analyzed under a 

confocal microscope. Bar=50 µm. 

 

 



Table S1. Clinical information of PDOs derived from stage IV CRC. 

 

Table S2. Genes differentially expressed among distinct lesions. 

 

Table S3. Expression of metastatic signature genes in PDOs derived from primary 

tumors and the patient matched metastatic lesions. 

 

Table S4. Expression of ISC signatures (319 genes reported by Munoz et al.  

2012) in PDOs derived from primary tumors and the patient matched metastatic 

lesions. 

 

Table S5. Expression of ISC signatures (93 genes reported by van der Flier et al. 

2009) in PDOs derived from primary tumors and the patient matched metastatic 

lesions. 

 

Table S6. Top200 Differentially expressed genes in five clusters identified by 

scRNA-seq of CRC PDOs. 

 

Table S7. Oligonucleotides used in this study. 

 

 

 

 

 



Supplemental Experimental Procedures  

Establishment of PDOs. Tumor samples were obtained from patients who provided 

informed consent, and all procedures were approved by the Research Ethics Board at 

the JFCR Cancer Institute (Tokyo, Japan). PDOs were established as previously 

described (Sakahara et al., 2019). Briefly, following surgical resection, tumors were 

enzymatically dissociated in digestion buffer (DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

containing 0.0625% collagenase (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.125% dispase (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) and 2.5% FBS and suspended in Matrigel (BD Bioscience), and 25 µl of this 

mixture was dispensed into each well of a culture plate. The organoids were cultured in 

ENR medium (basal medium supplemented with ENR (10 ng/ml EGF (Invitrogen), 

10% Noggin conditioned medium and 1 µg/ml R-spondin-1 (R&D system)) at 37°C in 

5% O2. 

 

Sequence analysis. Organoids were collected in Cell Recovery Solution (Corning). To 

analyze the sequence of surgical specimens, frozen tumor tissue sections were stained 

with hematoxylin, and tumor regions were excised by laser capture microdissection 

using a Leica LMD6000 microscope. Genomic DNA was extracted with a QIAamp 

DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen), and the DNA quality was analyzed using the Qubit system 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Two hundred nanograms of genomic DNA was used for 

library construction with a HaloPlex Kit (Agilent) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Target genes were selected as previously reported (Sakahara et al., 2019). 

Sequencing was performed using a MiSeq system (Illumina). Single-nucleotide variants 

(SNVs) and indels were called by the GATK (version 4.0.3) HaplotypeCaller (DePristo 

et al., 2011). The variants were filtered using GATK VariantFiltration with the 

following parameters: for SNV: --filter-expression "QD < 2.0 || FS > 60.0 || MQ < 40.0 

|| HaplotypeScore > 13.0 || MappingQualityRankSum < -12.5 || ReadPosRankSum < -

8.0", for indel: --filter-expression "QD < 2.0 || FS > 200.0 || ReadPosRankSum < -20.0". 

The filtered variants were annotated with ANNOVER (Wang et al., 2010). After 

annotation, we extracted nonsynonymous SNVs and indels using our Perl script. 

To extract somatic mutations, we excluded germline variants of NCBI dbSNP build 147 

(Sherry et al., 2001) from the detected variants of tumor tissues and rescued known 

somatic mutations registered in the COSMIC database (version 70) (Forbes et al., 2017) 



using our in-house Perl script. We also removed germline variants that were detected in 

normal tissue samples. 

 

Microarray analysis. Organoids were collected in Matrigel Recovery Solution 

(Corning), and RNA was extracted using an RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagen). RNA quality 

was validated using an Agilent Bioanalyzer. One hundred nanograms of RNA was used 

to prepare cRNA with a 3’ IVT PLUS Reagent Kit (Affymetrix), and the cRNA was 

hybridized on the Human Transcriptome Array 2 (HTA2) (Affymetrix). Data were 

analyzed using Transcriptome Analysis Console (TAC) (Affymetrix). Analysis and 

visualization of the transcriptome data were performed in R (version 4.0) and RStudio 

(version 1.2). Clustering was carried out using the average method in the hclust 

function, and correlation analysis was performed with the Pearson method. The results 

were visualized using gglot2 (version 3.0.01). 

Molecular subtyping was performed on the microarray transcriptome data in R (version 

3.5.1) using the oligo package (version 1.46.0). After normalization using the RMA 

function, classification was performed using the CMScaller method with the default 

parameters to classify the CMS function (Eide et al., 2017). 

 

Histochemical analysis. PDOs cultured in Matrigel for four to 6 days were extracted 

with Matrigel Recovery Solution, washed with PBS, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde 

(PFA), held in 70% ethanol, and embedded in HitoGel (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

before paraffin embedding. After dewaxing and rehydration via a standard procedure, 

antigen retrieval was performed by autoclaving in citrate buffer (pH 6.0) or by 

microwave treatment in TE buffer (pH 8.0). Surgical specimens were fixed in formalin 

and embedded in paraffin; the slides were incubated overnight at 4°C with primary anti-

OLFM4 antibodies (D1E4M, Cell Signaling #14369) followed by Cy3-conjugated 

secondary antibodies (Merck Millipore, APC132).  

 

scRNA-seq. PDOs were dissociated with Triple LE Express (Life Technology); 

undigested cell clusters were removed with a 40-µm cell strainer (Falcon). Single cells 

were washed twice with PBS. ScRNA-seq libraries were prepared using Chromium 

Single Cell 3’ Solution (Reagent Kits version 1, 10x Genomics) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, using a Chromium Single Cell 3’ Library, Gel 



Bead & Multiplex Kit and Chip Kit (10x Genomics), Gel Bead-In-EMulsions (GEMs) 

constructed from isolated cells, Master Mix, Gel Beads and Partitioning Oil were 

created using the Chromium system (10x Genomics). After GEM generation, GEM-RT 

was performed, and the barcoded cDNA was cleaned and amplified. The amplified 

cDNAs were quantified using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer High Sensitivity DNA Kit 

(Agilent). The cDNAs were sheared and size-selected for library construction; end 

repair, A-tailing, adaptor ligation and sample index PCR were also conducted. The 

constructed library was quantified using a Bioanalyzer. 

The libraries were sequenced using a HiSeq2500 system (Illumina) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. After sequencing analysis, fastq files were created using 

Cell Ranger (10x Genomics). 

We filtered out cells that were 3x the mean absolute deviation (MAD) from the mean of 

the log coverage or 2x the MAD of the percentage of zeros. Genes without 1 count 

among at least 10 cells were filtered out, resulting in the removal of 4763 genes. Sample 

bias was corrected using the zero-inflated negative binomial model (ZINB-WaVE) 

(Risso et al., 2018). 

 

Genome editing and in vitro analysis of PDOs. We used CRISPR/Cas9-mediated 

homology-independent targeted integration (HITI) to achieve efficient genome editing 

(Suzuki et al., 2016). sgRNA-expressing constructs were prepared by cloning a pair of 

annealed oligonucleotides into the BbsI site of pX330 (Addgene #422320). To construct 

a donor vector for OLFM4-EGFP-P2A-iCaspase9, the P2A-iCaspase9 fragment was 

amplified by PCR using pMSCV-F-del Casp9.IRES. GFP (Addgene #15567) was used 

as a template, and PvuI and PacI sites were created. The fragment was then cloned into 

the PacI site of pCMMP-MCS-IRES-eGFP (Addgene #36953), which was modified to 

disrupt the stop codon of the eGFP gene. The 20-bp sgRNA recognition sequence 

oligonucleotide was cloned into AgeI/NotI and PacI/NheI sites. The oligonucleotide 

sequences are listed in Table S7. The donor construct and sgRNA and Cas9 expression 

vector were electrophoresed using the piggyBac system as previously described (Fujii et 

al., 2015). The transfected organoids were selected with 2 µg/ml puromycin from 5 days 

after electroporation. Genomic DNA was prepared using lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 

pH 8.0, 25 mM EDTA, 1% SDS, 150 mM NaCl, 100 µg/ml Proteinase K), followed by 

phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. Southern blot analysis was 



performed using standard procedures and the DIG system (Roche). The primers used to 

prepare DIG probes are listed in Table S7. 

For FACS analysis, PDOs were dissociated using Triple LE Express (Life Technology), 

and undigested cell clusters were removed with a 20-µm cell strainer (Falcon). The cells 

were washed twice with PBS supplemented with 0.2% BSA and 2 mM EDTA and 

stained with 7-aminoactinomycin D (BD Bioscience). Single cells were gated based on 

the SSC-H vs SSC-W profile. The cells were sorted using a 100-µm nozzle (Aria III, 

BD Bioscience), and 1x104 cells were embedded in 25 µl of Matrigel and cultured in a 

48-well plate. Images were analyzed using the cell counter plugin installed in Image J 

(version 2.0.0). Data are presented as the mean and SD (error bars) of four independent 

experiments. Expression of EGFP was analyzed via confocal scanning microscopy 

(Zeiss LSM880). To evaluate the reconstruction efficiency, pictures were taken using a 

stereomicroscope (Leica M165C), and the images were analyzed using the cell counter 

plugin installed in ImageJ (version 2.0.0). All data were derived from four independent 

experiments. 
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